Abstract-The active management of the sensing stage in inference systems provides substantial gains in performance. This has been first shown by H. Chernoff in 1959 in the context of sequential hypothesis testing. This paper shows applications of these methods to cognitive radar systems. We propose a simple strong-or-weak model for the radar echoes, where the radar sequentially probes the surrounding environment using a sequence of waveforms, each tailored to a specific target. We provide an active multihypothesis sequential test in which the radar chooses the probing waveform based upon the past selections and the past radar returns. We determine how to select the sequence of waveforms, and provide simple analytical expressions for the resulting radar performance in the regime of small risks. Finally, computer simulations are used to corroborate the analytical approximations for values of risks of practical interest.
I. INTRODUCTION

W
ITH his work on "Sequential design of experiments" [1] , Chernoff laid the theoretical foundations for designing an inference system capable of learning sequentially from the environment while managing actively the sensing stage, with the goal of minimizing the average number of observations needed to achieve a desired performance. The main objective of this paper is to address the question of how this work can be relevant to modern radar applications.
At the time of Chernoff's work radar systems were made of rather simple devices, where the sensing stage was essentially static, with no possibility of being varied in response to drifts in the environmental or operational conditions. In contrast, advances in hardware and software technologies, as well as the development of advanced signal processing tools, have made radar systems of today intelligent, integrated and environmentally adaptive: they have become cognitive devices capable of extracting a large amount of information from the sensed data.
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years later, we argue that the original ideas of Chernoff have great potential to contribute to the design modern radar systems that are active, as they control the sensing stage adaptively, and efficient, as they minimize the number of collected observations. To cast Chernoff's work in a radar setting, we consider a multihypothesis radar scenario, where the task is to decide about the presence of one specific target, among m possible ones, or the absence of targets. It is assumed that a waveform design has been performed off-line, before the detection task and, as a consequence of such design, to each of the m targets is associated a specific waveform. Using a probing waveform matched to the target produces a "strong" echo measured by the radar receiver, while using a waveform unmatched to the target results in a "weak" return. An implicit assumption for the validity of this model is that the targets are different enough from each other, and that the strong radar echoes produced by matched waveforms are of the same order of magnitude.
Although our problem setting refers to a multiple-target scenario, it should be clear that the approach pursued in this paper is naturally suited to other scenarios of practical relevance, including the case in which the alternative to the null hypothesis is the presence of a single target whose impulse response is characterized by an unknown (suitably discretized) parameter. Typical examples are the target's angle of sight or its Doppler parameter.
We address the problem of how to select, at each probing action, the best of the m waveforms, in order to minimize the expected number of probing actions required to achieve a given level of confidence of detection. This procedure, where the sensing stage is managed on-the-fly, is referred to as hypothesis testing with controlled sensing, or active hypothesis testing.
Such an operational modality bears some resemblance to the classic search-confirm radar processing, where first large radar echoes are selected by using a low threshold (rather high false alarm level), and then a more accurate investigation of the "interesting" areas is performed at lower false alarm level, to confirm the presence of a target. Here, however, the successive probing actions are adapted to the previous returns and probing signals, and in this sense we have an active operational modality.
The active hypothesis testing is naturally suited to a sequential approach in which the detection task is accomplished by illuminating the potential target with a sequence of waveforms selected from a given ensemble, and the length of the sequence is not fixed in advance but is a function of the radar echoes corresponding to these probing actions. In this sense, the system learns from the radar returns and, depending on these specific echo realizations, decides on-the-fly if, and which, further probing actions are needed, to comply with the level of performance required (e.g., the probability of taking a wrong decision).
The literature on sequential testing is extremely abundant. We list only some key references. Sequential detection was developed in [3] , with the introduction of the Sequential Probability Ratio Test (SPRT). It was then proved that, for given false alarm and detection probabilities, the expected number of samples needed to terminate the SPRT is less than that of any other sequential or fixed test [4] . In order to characterize the detection performance, in [3] the so-called Wald's approximations were introduced, basically amounting to neglect the overshoots over the threshold of the test statistic. Later on, these approximations were shown to provide the exact limiting performance corresponding to different asymptotic regimes, namely, the regime of vanishing signal-to-noise ratio, and the regime (of specific interest in the present work) of vanishing risks see, e.g., [5] , [6] . Generalizations and extensions of these studies have been developed in several directions, including, among others: multihypothesis SPRT [7] ; higher-order refinements of the asymptotic formulas taking into account the overshoots [8] ; the management of the long run issue [9] , [10] .
The concept of active hypothesis testing was pioneered in [1] for two hypotheses, and extended to the multihypothesis scenario in [11] . These studies have been recently reprised and extended by [12] , [13] , and, from a Bayesian perspective, by [14] , [15] . The usage of the Chernoff test in radar applications has been rather limited. One relevant example is represented by [16] , where a waveform design is proposed for a binary Gaussian scenario, exploiting the reflectivity or scattering function of the target. In this work we consider a different problem where: (i) the system is only allowed to pick a waveform from a prescribed fixed dictionary; (ii) the dictionary has been designed beforehand, based on a particular model for the radar returns, which we call strong-or-weak model; (iii) we deal with multiple hypotheses and general non Gaussian observation distributions.
A. Contribution
We consider the problem of how a radar detector should choose among the available probing signals, at each step of the sequential procedure, basing this choice on the previous radar echoes and on the probing signals used in the previous steps. In general, the signal selection procedure can only be expressed in algorithmic form, as the result of a linear program, and the system performance is a function of the output of this program. In a radar setting, it is important to give physical readability to these algorithmic results. Our main contribution is to provide, under the strong-or-weak model, simple, closedform expressions of the signal selection and of the performance figures. We study the asymptotic performance of the hypothesis test, in the limit of vanishing risks, and show how much is gained by a clever choice of the probing signals. We also show a numerical analysis of the performance that is compared to the theoretical findings for values of risks of practical interest. We consider both the classic Gaussian shift-in-mean model for the radar returns, as well as the general case of arbitrary echo distributions and of an arbitrary number of targets.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The next section introduces the problem and presents the Chernoff test. The strong-or-weak model for the radar returns is presented in Section III. Section IV addresses the general strong-or-weak model, and in Section V we derive analytical approximations of the system performance. These approximations are compared to the results of computer experiments in Section VI. Conclusions are drawn in Section VII, while two appendices contain ancillary material.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
A. Notation
M is the set of the integers {0, 1, . . . m}, and M i := M \ {i} is the set obtained by removing the value i from M. Q i denotes the set of all the probability mass functions defined over the alphabet M i . The symbol y n stems for the vector (y 1 , . . . , y n ) T , where T denotes the transpose. Random variables are denoted by capital letters, and their realizations are denoted by corresponding lowercase letters. P is the probability measure, P i denotes the probability measure given that the true hypothesis is H i , and E i and VAR i are the expectation and the variance operators under measure P i . Let α and β be arbitrary quantities functions of an independent variable x; the symbolism α ∼ β means that lim x→0 α/β = 1 (typically, the independent variable will be the maximal riskR, defined after eq. (2)). The notation α ≈ β denotes instead an approximation. The Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence between two probability density functions α and β is denoted by D(α||β). Finally, all the logarithms are taken to base e, 1 denotes an m × 1 vector of all ones, and denotes the set of the real numbers.
B. General Form of the Radar Problem
The core of any radar system is the basic detection algorithm, and we focus here on the physical layer part of its design. We take the viewpoint by which the detector device consists of an antenna emitting a waveform whose echo is measured at the receiver and used to decide about the presence of a target, by implementing some appropriate statistical hypothesis test. No target parameter estimation is considered, even in the most basic form of range or doppler computation.
We consider the case of extended targets for which the speed of light divided by the target spatial extension is comparable to the bandwidth of the probing waveform. In this case, the radar echoes can be modeled as the superposition of several target points in an extended region of space, leading to the concept of target impulse response [17] - [21] . Recent contributions to the detection of range-spread targets can be found in [22] - [24] .
The probing waveform can be designed to match a specific target in order to maximize its response. We assume that a signal design phase is performed off-line, so that a specific probing waveform can be associated to each of the m targets and a target probed by a signal matched to it produces a strong return while a target probed by an unmatched signal produces a weak return, as it is also the case for any probing signal when no target is present. For any given waveform-target pair, the radar return is modeled as a random variable, and we translate the physical meaning of "strong" and "weak" in terms of divergence between probability distributions governing these random variables.
C. Sequential Test
We consider a hypothesis testing problem involving m + 1 hypotheses: H 0 in which no target is present and the radar measurement is made of only noise, and H i , i ∈ M 0 representing the physical situation in which the i-th target is present on the scene and contributes to the radar echo. Thus, we assume that one among m possible targets is on the scene, or the radar is working under the "only-noise" scenario. The characteristics of the m possible targets are known in advance so that a signal design can be performed beforehand: the radar system can illuminate the region under surveillance by emitting a probing signal, which is chosen among m possible waveforms, each designed to elicit a "strong" response from a specific target.
Each of the m waveforms used as probing signals is identified by an index u ∈ M 0 and the u-th probing signal is designed to detect the u-th target, i.e., it is matched to the u-th hypothesis H u . Accordingly, we have m + 1 exhaustive and mutually exclusive hypotheses:
target 1 is present, . . .
. . .
and m possible probing signals. To decide which H i , i ∈ M, is actually in force the system emits, at successive instant times k = 1, 2, . . . , a sequence of probing signals u k ∈ M 0 and collects the corresponding radar echoes y k ∈ . Using a sequential detection approach, the number N of such measurements is not fixed in advance but depends upon the specific values taken by these measurements. The sequential test used to decide among the m + 1 hypotheses (1) is a triplet (φ, N, δ), described as follows.
r The strategy φ, employed to select the sequence of probing signals {u k } k =1,2,... , is a causal control policy, namely, the signal selected for the k-th probing action is allowed to depend only on the past observations and controls
r The sequential test requires some stopping rule for ending the procedure, and this implicitly defines the stopping time random variable N , representing how many samples have been used to take the final decision; our stopping rule is in eq. (5). r δ(y N , u N ) ∈ M is the decision rule providing the index of the chosen hypothesis at the stopping time N , see (6) . Given the two sequences (y k −1 , u k −1 ), the choice of the probing signal u k at time k is not necessarily deterministic: to allow full generality, such choice is made at random according to some prescribed probability mass function (PMF)
which we wish to design according to some optimality criterion. In the above equation, the possible dependence on the time index k has been emphasized, and for k = 1 the equation becomes q(u 1 ; 1) = P {select u 1 at the first step}, which does not entail any conditioning. Under hypothesis H i , i ∈ M, by using the probing signal u k , the radar measurement Y k is a random variable whose conditional probability density function (PDF) p i (y k |u k ) is denoted by p u k i (y k ). For simplicity, we consider only continuous observations, namely it is throughout assumed that all these PDFs exist as Radon-Nikodym derivative of the corresponding probability measure, with respect to the usual Lebesgue measure on .
The radar echo Y k at step k depends upon the probing signal u k but, given u k , Y k is conditionally independent of all the past (y k −1 , u k −1 ). Accordingly, by the chain rule, the joint distribution under H i of the observation vector y n and control sequence u n can be factorized as follows:
from which we see that the likelihood ratio between two different hypotheses, say H i and H j , is only function of
D. Chernoff Detector
Let us define the risk R i as the probability of wrongly deciding for H i :
where π(j), j ∈ M is any prior distribution with full support on the m + 1 hypotheses, and letR := max i∈M R i be the maximal risk.
1
A basic result in sequential hypothesis testing [1] , [11] - [13] states that for all i ∈ M, the best sequential test (φ, N, δ) to decide among the m + 1 hypotheses (1) achieves [25] . Unless otherwise specified it is throughout assumed that all the divergences are well-defined, finite, and strictly positive. We also assume that p
The vector q = (q(1) . . . q(m)) T ∈ Q 0 appearing in the right-hand side (RHS) of (3) is the "control PMF." For a given hypothesis H i , we denote by
T the PMF achieving the maximum in (3):
Note that the optimal control PMF q * i is independent of the time index, while it is hypothesis-dependent.
Equation (3) shows that in the regime of vanishingly small risks R i 's, the stopping time E i [N ] grows unbounded, and the best scaling law of R i is exponential in
Equation (3) bounds the performance of any sequential test. A natural question is whether there exists a test achieving such bound. Well, Chernoff's test [1] achieves the limiting performance (3) and is therefore asymptotically optimal. This is defined as follows: r at step k − 1, a Maximum Likelihood (ML) temporary decision among the m + 1 hypotheses is made using all the available information up to that time: the chosen index
r at step k, the probing signal U k is randomly chosen accord-
corresponding to the most credited hypothesis Hˆi
r the stopping time N is the first index n such that the worstcase likelihood ratio crosses a certain threshold level γ, i.e., the test stops when
Whenever the threshold is crossed, the final decision is
namely the ML decision at the stopping time N . The PMF q * i in (4) is the solution to an optimization problem and using this PMF in the Chernoff test leads to a sequential procedure that is optimal in the asymptotic sense specified by (3) . The performance of the Chernoff test that employs some control PMF q i different from the optimal q * i is instead [1] :
III. STRONG-OR-WEAK MODEL: GAUSSIAN CASE
We are now ready to cast the described hypothesis testing procedure in a more specific radar setting. We start examining a classic Gaussian shift-in-mean radar return model for which simple, exact closed-form formulas can be derived. Setting the noise variance to unity, the strong-or-weak scenario is described as follows: (i) Under H 0 , radar returns are standard Gaussian, regardless of the control; (ii) the radar return under H i , i ∈ M 0 , using the probing signal matched to that hypothesis, is a unit-variance Gaussian with expectation μ i ; and (iii) the radar return under H i , i ∈ M 0 , probed by any signal other than that matched to H i , is a unit-variance Gaussian with expectation μ i . Namely, for i ∈ M and u ∈ M 0 ,
Key to this model is that all the strong returns are of the same order of magnitude, namely that the μ i 's are close to each other. This can easily be accomplished in the signal design stage by appropriate normalization of the matched returns.
It is convenient to introduce the (matched) signal-to-noise ratio pertaining to the i-th target snr i := μ 2 i /2, i ∈ M 0 , and provide the explicit expression for the divergences:
2 /2. To begin the analysis, let us assume that along with the "no target" hypothesis H 0 there are only two alternatives, H 1 and H 2 , namely two possible targets. We let snr 1 = snr 2 = snr and also assume that the mean of the distribution is one and the same for both mismatched situations, i.e., 0 < α Let λ = q(1) = 1 − q (2) . From (3) it follows that the optimal asymptotic performance of the Chernoff test under H i is
Consider first H 0 . Organizing the four divergences appearing in the previous equation in the form of a matrix D 0 , we have:
and
. (11) It is easily seen that Δ 0 (λ) appearing in (11) attains its maximum at λ = 1/2, implying that the unique optimal control PMF for H 0 is a purely random coin flipping between the two available controls. This yields: d * 0 = snr (1 + 2 )/2. Under H 1 , the four divergences that come into scene, organized as a matrix, are
(12) From (9) we now get
. Therefore one particular optimal control is deterministic, i.e., λ = q(1) = 1, and using any optimal control yields d *
2 . Under H 2 we get an expression similar to (13) with λ replaced by 1 − λ. Therefore, one optimal control is λ = 0, namely q(2) = 1, and d *
Using (3), the expected number of samples needed to terminate the test, in the limit of vanishing risks, can be written in very simple closed form as illustrated in Table I .
In summary, one optimal solution for the control PMF is
, under H 0 the best PMF samples uniformly among the available controls, while under H 1 or H 2 the best PMF chooses deterministically the control matched to the hypothesis.
We now compare the performance of the Chernoff detector, obtained with an active strategy in which the radar learns from the past and adapts to the surrounding environment, with those of a static radar system, namely one in which only one probing GAUSSIAN MODEL signal is available. With no loss of generality, we assume that the single probing signal is matched to hypothesis H 1 . For further comparison, we also consider a different active hypothesis testing, using a less clever probing signal selection. In this case, taking the approach to one extreme, we assume that the probing signals are chosen uniformly at random from the set M 0 ; this is referred to as the blind signal selection. The detection performance for these cases can be derived by calculations similar to those illustrated for the Chernoff detector. We report the final results in Table II. Let G sta i be the gain, under H i , in terms of number of expected samples of our active system over its static counterpart, namely the ratio between E i [N ] pertaining to the static system and that pertaining to our active hypothesis testing. Similarly, let G bld i the gain of the considered detector over that using a blind signal selection. We have the following asymptotic analytical relationships:
Equations (14) quantify in a very simple way the advantage of adopting the signal selection suggested by Chernoff's result (3). Some final comments are now in order. First, note that the gain G sta 0,2 can be very large (inversely proportional to 2 ). On the other hand G sta 1 ∼ 1 because we have assumed that the static system selects always the probing signal matched to hypothesis H 1 , meaning that the static detector acts as a clairvoyant under H 1 , since the control is always adapted to the true hypothesis. The active Chernoff test, instead, must learn from the measurements what is the most appropriate probing signal, and the fact that G sta 1 ∼ 1 confirms that, asymptotically, the length of the learning stage is negligible in terms of average number of steps. Clearly, assuming u = 1 for the static detector is paid in terms of huge losses under the other hypotheses H 0,2 .
The gain G bld 1,2 reveals that a clever choice of the probing sequence can halve the number of steps of the sequential procedure. As before, G bld 0 ∼ 1 is obvious because the blind signal selection is optimal under H 0 .
IV. STRONG-OR-WEAK MODEL: GENERAL CASE
We now consider the performance of the Chernoff detector under more general observation models. The Kullback-Leibler divergence is a non-symmetric measure of difference between statistical distribution. We formulate the strong-or-weak model in terms of this divergence. In order to simplify the notation, when it is obvious from the context that we are referring to hypothesis H i , we introduce the shorthand:
and collect the d u,k 's into an m by m matrix D i . In addition, we use boldface symbols to denote the "larger" divergences. Exploiting this notation, for i = 0 we have:
where both the row and the column indices run over M 0 . We say that this matrix is "almost diagonal", in the sense that the values on the main diagonal are much larger than the off-diagonal entries.
Similarly, for i ∈ M 0 , we have
where the row index runs over M 0 and the column index runs over M i . Thus, the rows are indexed as usual from 1 to m, and the columns are indexed from 0 to m excluding i. We see that the "large" entries in this matrix are those on the i-th row, and those with equal subindices (that does not mean necessarily that the entry lies on the main diagonal). Key to the strong-or-weak model in this case is that all the strong divergences in (16) and (17) are approximately equal. As before, this can be easily obtained in the signal design stage by appropriate normalization of the matched returns.
We are now ready to solve problem (4), which can be rewritten as
where the constraint that q must be a PMF has been written explicitly. In general, the solution to problem (18) cannot be derived in closed analytical form, but algorithmic solutions are easy to find. Note that (18) is not a linear program because the objective function, due to the presence of the minimum, is not linear. However, it is well-known that the optimization in (18) can be reduced to a linear program by introducing a fictitious variable v ∈ . It follows that the optimization in (18) is equivalent to [26] :
This is a linear program and therefore it can be simply solved by, e.g., the simplex algorithm, thus yielding the sought q * i and the corresponding
We summarize this result in the following: 
A. Analytical Solutions for Certain Cases
While Proposition 1 provides an algorithmic solution to problem (18), the specific structure of the matrices (16) and (17) suggests alternative approaches that can be easier to implement and can provide additional physical insight on the solution. Exploiting this structure, accurate approximations in simple closed analytical form can be derived for cases of practical interest.
We start by stating a well-known result from duality theory, see e.g., [27] . Let w ∈ . First, the dual problem
can be associated to the optimization problem (19) . Note that the constraints in (21) imply g ∈ Q i . Second, the original and the dual optimization problems have the same solution d * i : The matrix D 0 cannot be exactly diagonal as long as all the divergences are strictly positive. Nevertheless it is useful, for the sake of comparison, to write the solution to problem (18) when the matrix has positive entries on the main diagonal, and zeros elsewhere. In this case Proposition 2 yields:
and it also turns out that g * 0 = q * 0 . If we further assume that all the strong divergences d u,u 's are equal, then we get q * 0 = 1/m. Typically, under H i with i ∈ M 0 , Proposition 2 cannot be invoked since the assumptions are not met. To find closed-form solutions in this case we then proceeds as follows. First, from the obvious inequalities
Second, for the considered strong-or-weak model, accounting for the structure of matrix D i in (17) , suppose that we find an entry d * i that is the maximum over its column and the minimum over its row. Such entry not necessarily exists, but if it does then it is called saddle point and it verifies [26] , [27] :
In this case, the minimax value d * i is an optimal solution. These considerations yield the following result. 
where, for j = 0, it is understood that max{d 0,0 ,
is not defined at all.
(b) If the minimum over the i-th row is attained at the first position, i.e., d i,0 = min
and the optimizing q * i is the degenerate PMF
(c) If the minimum over the i-th row is attained at the column indexed by k, k > 0, i.e., d i,k = min
and the optimizing PMF q * i is again that in (28). Proposition 3 can be used to obtain approximate solutions to the signal selection problem even if neither condition in (b) or (c) is verified. Indeed, the performance achieved with the deterministic rule (28) 
. It is worth mentioning that the results of the above propositions can be obtained from a game-theoretic perspective, by formulating the optimization problem as a two-person zero-sum game. This viewpoint is developed in Appendix B.
Taken together, the results in Propositions 2 and 3 suggest the following rule-of-thumb signal selection strategy:
Note that this strategy is also the optimal solution in the symmetric Gaussian example with m = 2. The strategy has a straightforward physical interpretation: when there is no signal, choosing one or another control makes little difference; in contrast, when a target is on the scene it makes sense to select the waveform specifically designed for it. In Section III we have already examined the gains achievable with respect to the static and the blind strategies, for the particular case of a Gaussian model with m = 2. The availability of the closed-form PMF solution in (30) and (31) 
2 The exact equality α u i = would be hardly encountered in practice and, indeed, when m > 2 it would cause some pairs of hypotheses to be indistinguishable, i.e., D(p u i ||p u j ) = 0. Thus, replacing all the α u i with in the calculations is only used to provide approximate closed-form performance figures.
Consider now the gain over the static and over the blind signal selection. The derivation of the expected number under the different hypotheses for the static and the blind systems is not detailed for the sake of brevity. We give the final result:
V. ANALYTICAL APPROXIMATIONS OF SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
For the Chernoff detector, from (3), we have
and the approximation is valid in the limit of the risks R i 's tending to zero. In some case, the accuracy of this first-order result is limited and improved analytical expressions are needed. We now derive useful analytical approximations by assuming that the true hypothesis has been correctly estimated, 3 i.e., in (5) the estimateî n can be replaced by the index i of the actual hypothesis. Then, from (5) we have
where
Using the above assumptions, we derive approximations for the system performance, considering separately the case in which the true hypothesis is H i , i > 0, and the case of H 0 .
A. Approximations in the Presence of Targets
Let us consider first the hypothesis H i , i > 0, and consider the Chernoff detector using the rule-of-thumb signal selection, as described in the previous section. Then, with the assumption that the hypothesis has been correctly estimated, the average stopping time for the Chernoff detector reduces to the average stopping time of the multihypothesis sequential probability ratio test studied in [7] , [8] . In particular, using tools from nonlinear renewal theory [6] , [28] - [30] , in [8] accurate asymptotic expressions -up to a vanishing term-for the average stopping time E i [N ] have been obtained, by taking into account the overshoot Ω, which is a random variable defined as the excess over the boundary of the decision statistics: 
where N j s = min{n ≥ 1 :
≥ γ}. It is seen form (39) that the overshoot Ω depends on the hypothesis H i , but for easier notation we omit to make explicit this dependence.
According to (38), a simple approximation to compute the average sample number of the Chernoff detector under H i , i > 0, is therefore
whose computation boils down to that of E i [Ω] . This is the average stopping time of a single random walk with positive drift for which simple exact asymptotic results can be used, see Appendix A. Equation (40), with E i [Ω] computed by means of (61) in Appendix A, provides the sought approximation. We now give some informal arguments that support the result in (40). Let us consider the m random walk processes (loglikelihoods) L i,j (y n ), j ∈ M i , appearing in (36), and note that E i [L i,j (y)] is a divergence and is therefore strictly positive by assumption. Now, since N is the minimum index n at which all the m log-likelihoods lie above γ, a reasonable assumption is that when the "slowest" process first crosses γ, all the other random walks also lie above γ. Under this assumption, the stopping time N can be then approximated as the minimum index at which the slowest random walk L i,j s (y n ), with j s = arg min j E i [L i,j (y)], crosses γ. In other words, let N j be the stopping time of the random walk L i,j (y n ) with respect to the threshold γ. We have the two approximations
This reduces the computation of E i [N ] to that of the average stopping time E i [N j s ] of a single random walk with positive drift, and (40) follows.
B. Approximations in the Absence of Targets
Let us now consider the case in which the true hypothesis is H 0 . In this case, the second approximation in (41) cannot be used. Indeed, consider the symmetric scenario in which, with reference to matrix D 0 in (17), all the entries over the main diagonal have one and the same value, and all the offdiagonal entries have one and the same value. Then, under H 0 , the steps of the m individual random walks have all the same distribution, and therefore they evolve similarly: all the stopping times N j , j ∈ M 0 , have the same distribution and a process substantially slower than the others does not exist. In other words, with reference to (41), we can still approximate N ≈ max{N j , j ∈ M 0 }, where N j is the stopping time of the random walk L 0,j (y n ), but the further approximation N ≈ N j s for some j s is not valid anymore, since the maximum now matters. It is worth noting that the general results presented in [8] would allow to address also this more complex scenario. However, we now show that the peculiar features of the strong-or-weak model allow to derive simple and insightful approximations.
First, using the rule-of-thumb signal selection under i = 0, u takes on the values {1, . . . , m} with equal probability 1/m. Thus, the step of the generic random walk L 0,j (y n ), j ∈ M 0 , takes on the values
with probability 1/m. Complying with the small-risk assumption, let us assume that the number of samples collected by the detector is large enough. The fraction of samples for which the control is u = l, for each l = 1, . . . , m, is close to 1/m; let us assume that this fraction is exactly 1/m, and that the sequence of controls is u 1 = 1, u 2 = 2, . . . , u m = m, u m +1 = 1, u m +2 = 2, . . . , and so forth in a deterministic round-robin fashion. This basically amounts to neglect the randomness of the controls and to confuse the long-term arithmetic mean with the average value. Taking to one extreme the strong-or-weak assumption, we disregard the contribution to the random walk L 0,j (y n ) of all the mixture components log p u 0 (y)/p u j (y), u = j, shown in (42), having small average value, and retain only the dominant contribution log p j 0 (y)/p j j (y). This assumption corresponds to subsampling the j-th random walk L 0,j (y n ) by a factor m, retaining only the samples corresponding to the time instants where the control u = j is applied. This approximation can be applied to all processes L 0,j (y n ), j ∈ M 0 , and leads to m subsampled random walks. The key point, exploited below, is that each such random walk involves disjoint subsets of the data collected by the detector, so that the m subsampled random walks are mutually independent.
Denoting by N j the stopping time of the j-th subsampled walk, Wald's identity [30] gives: k =1 x k , straightforward algebra yields
It remains to compute the CDF of the random variable N j /E 0 [N j ]. We argue that the distribution of the normalized random variable N j /E 0 [N j ] is the Wald's distribution (also known as inverse Gaussian) [31] , [32] . This follows from taking the following exact asymptotic result as an approximation, see also [33] for similar arguments.
WALD'S CDF [31, Chap. 15] . Let S 0 = 0 and, for n ≥ 1,
is called Wald's distribution, and the parameter involved is (43) in (44).
is now a simple task. Since N j is the stopping time of the original random walk undersampled by a factor m according to the described round-robin procedure, in the asymptotic regime of vanishingly small risks, we can safely assume N j ≈ mN j , whence
(48) In Section VI we discuss how to exploit the above equation to assess the performance of the radar system under the strong-orweak echo model.
C. Approximations for the Blind and the Static Rules
So far, we have considered the Chernoff detector with ruleof-thumb signal selection. Approximations for the blind and the static signal selection can be similarly found.
For the blind detector, under H 0 the situation is identical to that of the Chernoff case with rule-of-thumb selection. Under H i , i > 0, we must focus on the quantity (1/m)
Inspection of matrix (17) reveals that, under the assumption that all the strong divergences are approximately equal:
since the sum over the columns is minimum for the first column. Accordingly, there exists a slower process that determines the stopping time, i.e., N ≈ N 0 , see (41), now with
where in the last step we have used the fact that d i,0 is the dominant divergence. In the previous formula the overshoot distribution can be approximated as the one corresponding to the dominant component of the random walk L i,0 (y n ), namely, 
where the computation of the expected overshoot can be made using eq. (61), for a random walk with step log p
VI. THEORETICAL APPROXIMATIONS VERSUS NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
We now present a comparison between the theoretical approximations and computer experiments based on a standard Monte Carlo counting approach. We consider both the Gaussian model, as well as another popular model of radar returns: the exponential shift-in-scale.
A. The Exponential Strong-or-Weak Model
The details of the exponential model, under a strong-or-weak assumption, are as follows: (i) Under H 0 , radar returns are exponential random variables with unit rate, regardless of the control; (ii) the radar return under H i , i ∈ M 0 , using the probing signal matched to that hypothesis, is an exponential with rate 1/(1 + snr i ); and (iii) the radar return under H i , i ∈ M 0 , probed by any signal other than that matched to H i , follows an exponential distribution with rate 1/(1 + snr i ). This means that for i ∈ M, u ∈ M 0 , and y ≥ 0,
In the numerical experiments that follow we set snr i = snr, for all i ∈ M 0 .
B. Overshoot Evaluation and Computation of ϕ
To exploit the analytical approximations developed in Section V, the computation of the series in (61) of Appendix A for the cases of interest is needed. Also, under H 0 , the parameter ϕ appearing in (46) must be determined. (17), and
1) Presence of Targets
,j s by disregarding the subscripts for simplicity of notation, and consider the Gaussian example first. Under the Gaussian model the process S n is also Gaussian, and simple computation of (61) yields (see also [6, Examples 3.1 and 6.4]):
where f (·) and F (·) represent the PDF and the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of a standard Gaussian random variable. Under the exponential model, we have d
) where the two distributions are exponentials with different rates, say r 1 and r 0 , respectively, and r 1 < r 0 . The step of the random walk is X k = − log r 0 r 1 + (r 0 − r 1 )y k , where y k is exponentially distributed with rate r 1 , implying that
with C = exp{ 
Thus, under hypothesis H i , i > 0, we have the theoretical approximation (40), where E i [Ω] is computed by the RHS of (53) for the Gaussian model, and by (55) in the exponential case.
2) Absence of Targets: Under hypothesis H 0 , the approximate expected stopping time is given by (48) where, provided that the d j,j 's are almost equal, the index j ∈ M 0 can be chosen arbitrarily. To compute the expected overshoot E 0 [Ω j ], we must consider the component with largest expected value. In the Gaussian case, it suffices to set d = d j,j and apply eq. (53).
The same approach can be pursued for the exponential model: the generic step log[p j 0 (y)/p j j (y)] of the random walk is now given by the log-likelihood between two exponentials of different rates, say r 1 = 1 and r 0 = 1/(1 + snr). However, since now r 1 > r 0 , the exponential right tail property (54) does not hold anymore: we cannot conclude that the overshoot is exponentially distributed. Instead, we resort to the general expression (61) and, after some algebra, we find:
where ρ = log r 1 /r 0 r 1 −r 0 , F (·) is the CDF of a Gamma random variable with shape parameter k and unit rate, whose PDF, for z ≥ 0, 
C. Computer Experiments
In the computer experiments that follow we assume that all the risks are equal R i =R, ∀i ∈ M, and take uniform priors: (2) . Also, when not stated otherwise, it is assumed that the Chernoff detector employs the rule-of-thumb signal selection (30) and (31).
We fix the threshold value γ appearing in eq. (5), as described by [7, Let us start by considering the case m = 2. Both for the Gaussian and for the exponential examples, we set snr = 1 and we take the symmetric case in which α Figs. 1-3 refer to 10 6 Monte Carlo runs for each simulated point. As shown in the legends, C, B, and S, refer to the Chernoff, the blind, and the static detectors, respectively. The simulated points are shown as symbols (circle, + and ×), while the theoretical approximations are shown as lines.
Consider first Fig. 1 . Clearly, the Chernoff and the blind detector have the same performance. In the blind strategy the signal selection is made uniformly at random from the beginning of the probing actions, while the active system learns from data and eventually selects the optimal probing strategy, which in this case is just the uniformly random one. This means that the Chernoff detector quickly learns the true state of the nature and selects with the right probability (uniformly) the probing signals. The static detector performs worse, as expected. It is also remarkable that the proposed theoretical approximations are in excellent agreement with the simulations for all the three signal selection strategies -they are almost undistinguishable from the simulation points, except for very large values ofR. Fig. 2 addresses the case in which the true hypothesis is H 1 . Now we see that the static signal selection achieves the lowest value of E 1 [N ] , but this is due to the fact that, by assumption, the static detector always use u = 1 and, under H 1 , this is the correct waveform to be used; obviously this is paid under the other hypotheses with a very large stopping time.
The Chernoff detector is only slightly slower in making the decision, i.e., the average stopping time is slightly larger. Presumably, this can be ascribed to the initial steps of the detection algorithm, as discussed earlier, when the detector has to learn about the state of the nature. In fact, it should be noted that at the first step of the detection algorithm the signal is uniformly chosen among the m waveforms, which was the optimal signal selection under H 0 , but not under the other hypotheses. Note also that the difference in performance tends to disappear at low values of risk. We also see that the theoretical approximation for the Chernoff detector is a bit less accurate with respect to Fig. 1 . However, the analytical approximation is very satisfying and improves at low values of the risk. Indeed, it is evident that the simulation points and the theoretical curve approach each other as the risk decreases.
The blind signal selection causes a loss factor approximately equal to 1/2, namely, the stopping time is twice larger with respect to the Chernoff signal selection. The reason is that, half of time, it chooses the wrong waveform u = 2. We stress the perfect superposition between the theoretical approximations and the simulation points for the blind and for the static cases.
In Fig. 3 the true hypothesis is H 2 . The static signal selection performs similarly to what we have seen under hypothesis H 0 , and is the worst. The Chernoff and the blind signal selections behave like under hypothesis H 1 . The accuracy of the theoretical approximations remains satisfying, and becomes excellent as the risk decreases. Another important remark is that, for m = 2, the optimal signal selection for the Chernoff detector coincides with the rule-of-thumb strategy in (30) and (31) , discussed in Section IV-A and used in the simulations
We have considered so far a three-hypotheses radar problem. Let us now consider a case where there are m = 5 possible targets and therefore 6 hypotheses. Figs. 4 and 5, obtained by 10 5 Monte Carlo runs for each point of simulation, refer to that scenario. Note that the static strategy is not shown in Figs. 4 and 5 because the average number is so large that it is difficult to obtain reliable simulations for the empirical average stopping time and for the empirical risk.
In Figs. 4 and 5, both for the Gaussian and for the exponential case we assume, as before, snr = 1, and we now set α where α u i is given by the (i, u)-th entry. In Fig. 4 the hypothesis H 0 is addressed. The blind and the Chernoff signal selection coincide and, indeed, the simulation points are very close to each other. The theoretical approximations predict in an excellent way the relationship between the risk and the average stopping time. Fig. 4 also shows the theoretical performance of the Chernoff detector obtained by using the first-order approximation (34) , see the curves labeled as "C (34)". It is particularly evident in this case that the simple approximation provided by eq. (34) is not accurate.
Note also that in the case of m = 5, under hypothesis H 0 , snr = 1, and using the values α u i in (57), the optimal signal selection is obtained by exploiting the results in Proposition 2, and amounts to q * 0 = (.1999 .1998 .2005 .2022 .1977) T (Gauss.), 1997 .1995 .2010 .2051 .1946 
with the corresponding optimal values given by
The rule-of-thumb selection strategy in this case is the uniform PMF q * 0 = (. Fig. 4 are obtained by using such uniform PMF. Note that the uniform PMF is only slightly different from the one in (58), so that one does not expect that using the optimal PMFs in (58) the performance would change significantly. Indeed, computer experiments (not shown here) confirm that the performance of the Chernoff detector using the optimal signal selection is practically undistinguishable from that obtained with the rule-ofthumb solution.
Consider now Fig. 5 , which shows the performance under H 1 , but it can be considered representative of all H i , i > 0, since the behavior of the curves for i = 1, . . . , m, is almost identical. The theoretical approximation is excellent for the blind detector, while some discrepancy occurs for the Chernoff detector at large values of the risk. Again, it is evident that the matching improves as long as the risk decreases. Numerically, the differences are still minimal, but slightly larger than those seen under H 0 , and they might deserve further analysis. Accordingly, in Fig. 5 (Gaussian case, upper panel) we also show by square symbols ("C-opt sim." in the legend) the results of simulations in which the Chernoff detector employs the optimal signal selection strategy in place of the rule-of-thumb one. As expected, no appreciable difference arises, which further corroborates the choice of the rule-ofthumb signal selection under the strong-or-weak observation model.
VII. SUMMARY
We studied the Chernoff test under a strong-or-weak model for the radar returns, with focus on the design of the optimal signal selection strategy and on the performance evaluation in terms of average number of samples needed to make a decision, and in terms of the related risk (probability of wrong deciding for a certain hypothesis). We first explored a Gaussian shiftin-mean model with m = 2 possible targets (three-hypothesis test), and derived simple closed-form formulas for the signal selection and for the detection performance. Then, we addressed the optimal signal selection problem under arbitrary radar echo distributions and arbitrary m. In general, the signal selection procedure, and consequently the system performance, can only be expressed in algorithmic form as the output of a linear program. Under the strong-or-weak model, however, we derived simple closed-form solutions with straightforward physical interpretation. In particular, elaborating on recent generalizations of Chernoff's results [12] , the performance analysis allows us to derive analytical expressions relating the risks R i 's and the average sample number of the test, which are valid in the limit max i R i → 0.
The applicability of these results to real-world radar problems may be limited by the weak accuracy of the formulas for values of the risk close to those of practical interest. Accordingly, we further studied approximations exploiting results on stopped random walks and on nonlinear renewal theory. This yields simple and accurate analytical expressions, in closed form or in a form that is very easy to solve numerically. Finally, extensive computer experiments have been conducted to validate our analytical approximations, confirming their good accuracy for a wide range of parameters.
Our strong-or-weak model inherently assumes that some signal design has been performed beforehand, but this design is not specifically tailored to the Chernoff test to be implemented. One possible line of research for future studies is to incorporate the waveform design in the optimization procedure. 
where S − k = − min(0, S k ).
APPENDIX B TWO-PERSON ZERO-SUM GAME
The results of Section IV are amenable to a game-theoretic formulation, and can be formulated in terms of a two-person zero-sum game −a viewpoint also suggested in [1] , [11] . It is therefore instructive to highlight how the problem of finding the optimal pair q * i and d * i can be formulated in this setting. Let us imagine that the system designer is playing a game against an adversary: the designer selects the u-th probing signal, u ∈ M 0 , and simultaneously the adversary selects one hypothesis, say H j , j ∈ M i . The payoff for the designer is d u,j , and that for the adversary is −d u,j . The goal of each of the two players is to maximize his payoff. This game, in strategic form, can be represented by a matrix of payoffs in which the strategy of the designer is to select a row and that of the adversary is to select a column. Matrices D i = {d u,j } in (16) and (17) are exactly of this kind. Now, the celebrated von Neumann minimax result on two-person zero-sum finite games states that [35] 
i.e., there always exist two optimal PMFs, say q * i and g * i , such that (62) holds. The quantity in (62) is referred to as the value d * i of the game. Namely, von Neumann minimax theorem, states that the game has always a solution, provided that both players are allowed to choose their strategy according to some distribution (mixed strategies), and are not constrained to make their choices deterministically (pure strategies). (63) we immediately see that the optimal q * i and the optimal d * i for the Chernoff test, can be found as the optimal solutions to the two-person zero-sum game with matrix D i = {d u,j } given in (16) and (17) .
Many results derived in Section IV can be revisited from this perspective. Indeed, the linear programs (19) and (21) represent one standard way to solve the game. Also, Proposition 2 can be found in the literature as a game-theoretic result, see, e.g., [26, Th. 3.2] , as well as eq. (25), related to Proposition 3, is nothing else that the condition ensuring the existence of a pure saddlepoint solution of the game.
